
Workshop in Frankfurt

From 20th until 23th of April

On Sunday 20th of April the two Midwives Afua Sappon and Sandra Opoku arrived in 

Frankfurt together with two ministry representatives from Ghana.

One of the representatives is Mr. Alexander Yaw Arphul, the Director of Human Resources 

for Health and the other represantative is Mr. Christopher Beyere, the Head of Pre-Service 

Training Institutions of the Ministry of Health (MoH). 

One of the north participants, Manuela Bauer a nurse from Munich, arrived on this day.  

The other north participant, Franziska Manthey a midwife from Bochum, couldn´t made it 

to the meeting and will join the group later.

After a long and exhausting journey for the ghanaian participants a short and unhurried 

meeting as part of an barbecue together with Thomas Ekert, one of the board directors, 

and other HITA  members took place at one of the nice Schwanheimer gardens. Some 

typical "german" dishes, like potato salad and meat, and the "Biergarten" feeling hopefully 

gave a good first impression to the ghanaian guests. 

This meeting was a great opportunity to get to know all participants of the project a little bit 

better and to talk to all of them in some cases for the first time in person, after many e- 

mail conversations. 

After the meeting all participants went on a little city tour through Frankfurt. In addition to 

visiting the wonderful opera house, the shopping mile and the viewing platform at the 

Maintower, the south participants faced the challenge of the german weather. From around 

30 degrees to around 18 degrees it´s not very easy to handle.  



On the next day the second meeting took place together with Joanna Münker, who is 

responsible for the financal and the organisational support of the project and Peter Wolf, a 

midwife from England who takes care of the organisational support during the project. This 

time Franziska was able to participate in this meeting via skype. 

At the beginning everyone introduced themselves in order to get to know a little bit about 

their professional background. The introduction was followed by the description of the 

expectations from the Ministry of Health about this project. The main aim is an exchange 

between the german and ghanaian midwives and as an result of this to build up an e- 

learning platform for the midwives in Ghana. After the six month the plan is to have an 

prototype of one midwifery- subtopic on the platform. 

This platform should enabel midwifery students in rural areas or in schools with a lower 

budget for learning material, to get the same eudcation as students from schools with 

higher budget at bigger cities .

 

Afterwards Joanna showed the timetable of the project for the whole six month. The 

internship will be splitted in two phases, the north phase (in Berlin and Dresden) and the 

Southphase (in Ghana). During the northphase there will be two internships, one for the 

Ghanaian participants at the Charite Hospital and another at birthing centres in Berlin and 

Dresden in teams of two. In addition there will be some appointments like the 

"International day of the midwife" and "University day in Bochum", where the participants 

will present the project to other people and organisations. One highlight, where the 

participants should take part in, will be the "Midwifery Congress in Prague". 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/expectations.html


Therefore we are still searching for financal support 

http://www.hita-ev.org/?p=1046

It would be great for all four participants of the internship to be part of such an big event 

and get in touch with midwifes from all over the world.

In the end of the whole workshop in Frankfurt the participants did an radio interview at 

Radio x, fm 91.8 stereo. This interview was the beginning of a radioprogramm, which will 

follow the project the whole six month. There will be also an audio plattform like a diary 

about HITA and the project.

http://www.radiox.de/livestream.html

After two successful days of meeting, organizing and planning the four participants of the 

the project moved to Kassel for the ASA- Seminar 

(Link Report: )

So we want to say thank you again to all the people who were involved in this workshop at 

Frankfurt.

It was an successful and really nice meeting.

http://www.radiox.de/livestream.html
http://www.hita-ev.org/?p=1046

